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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
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This text comprehensively covers the nutritional and medical management and prevention of kidney stones. Sections
address types of stones, nutritional risks, medical and pharmaceutical managements, prevention of recurrence, and
special consideration of stone risks among specific diseases such as obesity with gastric bypass, chronic kidney disease,
and gastric intestinal disorders. Diagnosis of kidney stones, urinalysis and biochemical indices, dietary assessment, and
medical nutrition therapy for specific types of kidney stones are also included. In addition, case studies are provided in
the appendix. Cutting edge research is also highlighted in regards to pharmaceutical treatments and epidemiological
findings in nutrition and kidney stones. Nutrition in Medical Management of Kidney Stones will be a practical resource for
health professionals in the fields of nutrition, nephrology, urology, and general medicine, as well as medical students,
resident physicians, and allied health clinicians whose research, practice, and education includes nutrition and kidney
stones.
A bold and authoritative maritime history of World War II which takes a fully international perspective and challenges our
existing understandingCommand of the oceans was crucial to winning World War II. By the start of 1942 Nazi Germany
had conquered mainland Europe, and Imperial Japan had overrun Southeast Asia and much of the Pacific. How could
Britain and distant America prevail in what had become a “war of continents”?In this definitive account, Evan Mawdsley
traces events at sea from the first U-boat operations in 1939 to the surrender of Japan. He argues that the Allied
counterattack involved not just decisive sea battles, but a long struggle to control shipping arteries and move armies
across the sea. Covering all the major actions in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, as well as those in the narrow seas, this
book interweaves for the first time the endeavors of the maritime forces of the British Empire, the United States,
Germany, and Japan, as well as those of France, Italy, and Russia.

CMJ New Music Report is the primary source for exclusive charts of non-commercial and college radio airplay and independent and trendforward retail sales. CMJ's trade publication, compiles playlists for college and non-commercial stations; often a prelude to larger success.
The first biography of america’s best-known short story writer of the late twentieth century. The London Times called Raymond Carver "the
American Chekhov." The beloved, mischievous, but more modest short-story writer and poet thought of himself as "a lucky man" whose
renunciation of alcohol allowed him to live "ten years longer than I or anyone expected." In that last decade, Carver became the leading figure
in a resurgence of the short story. Readers embraced his precise, sad, often funny and poignant tales of ordinary people and their troubles:
poverty, drunkenness, embittered marriages, difficulties brought on by neglect rather than intent. Since Carver died in 1988 at age fifty, his
legacy has been mythologized by admirers and tainted by controversy over a zealous editor’s shaping of his first two story collections. Carol
Sklenicka penetrates the myths and controversies. Her decade-long search of archives across the United States and her extensive interviews
with Carver’s relatives, friends, and colleagues have enabled her to write the definitive story of the iconic literary figure. Laced with the voices
of people who knew Carver intimately, her biography offers a fresh appreciation of his work and an unbiased, vivid portrait of the writer.
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